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CASTELLO® Bath Collection is manufactured in our mill in Turkey
where they are known for producing very high quality terry
products. Our mill manufactures all of our bath line, which includes
our robes, towels, slippers and other spa accessories.
All CASTELLO® bath products are made from 100% Aegean Ring
Spun Cotton and are very competitively priced, especially in light of
our high quality standards.
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CASTELLO® Towels in plain, dobby and jacquard woven patterns
available in 450, 550, 600, 650, and 700 gsm.
CASTELLO® Bath mats and rugs to meet any bathroom or spa
needs, all available with embroidery.
CASTELLO® Guest towels in plain, huck, and Jacquard patterns.
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CASTELLO® Robes come in a variety of weaves:
Waffle: 220 gsm
Corduroy Grid: 230 gsm
Terry: 350, 400, or 450 gsm
Velour: 350, 400, or 450 gsm
Piqué Terry: 400 gsm
Spa Terry: 300 gsm
Microfiber (choice of 3 linings): 175 gsm
Polar Bear: 220 gsm
Chenille: 500 gsm
Corduroy-Suede: 230/205 gsm

CASTELLO® Robe styles include Kimono, Shawl Collar, Hooded,
Spa ½ Length, Spa Wrap, and Kids Shawl/Hooded.

CASTELLO® 100% Organic Cotton Certified towels in 550, 600, and
650 gsm, as well as bath mats.
CASTELLO® 70/30 Bamboo Cotton towels in 550 gsm and bath
mats in 700 gsm.
CASTELLO® Pure & Natural Organic robes also available in cotton
or bamboo.
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CASTELLO® 5-layer Slippers have a unique sole construction that
provides optimal comfort for your guests.
From top to bottom, our slipper soles include the following layers:
Coral Fleece
15mm Sponge (1.5cm)
2mm EVA
6mm EVA
Non-slip Dot Cloth
Whether you choose an outer weave of terry, velour, or corduroy
grid, you’ll receive the same 5-layer slipper sole unique to
CASTELLO® slippers. Slippers are available in open or closed toe,
customizable with embroidered logo, and packaged in pairs within
a presentation bag.
®

CASTELLO® can customize any of our bath products with
embroidered or woven logos.
You may choose from our standard line of products or create one
of your very own. All of our styles and weaves can be mixed and
matched to completely satisfy any customer’s desires. Your imagination is our only limitation.
Visit www.castello1935.com for more information about our
products and services.
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